The left ventral occipito-temporal response to words depends on language lateralization but not on visual familiarity.
The sensitivity of the left ventral occipito-temporal (vOT) cortex to visual word processing has triggered a considerable debate about the role of this region in reading. One popular view is that the left vOT underlies the perceptual expertise needed for rapid skilled reading. Because skilled reading breaks down when words are presented in a visually unfamiliar format, we tested this hypothesis by analyzing vOT responses to horizontally presented words (familiar format) and vertically presented words (unfamiliar format). In addition, we compared the activity in participants with left and right cerebral dominance for language generation. Our results revealed 1) that the vOT activity during reading is lateralized to the same side as the inferior frontal activity during word generation, 2) that vertically and horizontally presented words triggered the same amount of activity in the vOT of the dominant hemisphere, but 3) that there was significantly more activity for vertically presented words in the vOT of the nondominant hemisphere. We suggest that the reading-related activity in vOT reflects the integration of general perceptual processes with language processing in the anterior brain regions and is not limited to skilled reading in the familiar horizontal format.